Surplus People Forced Removals South Africa
removals & resistance: rural communities in lydenburg ... - removals became one of the most widely
condemned aspects of apartheid. books by desmond, books by desmond, lelyveld and the surplus people's
project brought the plight of resettled people and the massive he nfluence of forced removals and and
restitution on ... - 8 the influence of forced removals and land restitution on conservation in south africa
christo fabricius and chris de wet 4 introduction south africa is one of the few countries where the forced ...
white, coloured asian forced removal of population relocation - people are forcibly evicted from their
homes if they are in a zone which the government has asigned to another group. the government speaks, not
of forced removal or eviction, but of relocation and resettlement. the evictions take place in many different
kinds of areas and under different laws. in rural areas people are moved on a number of different pretexts. the
places in which they live may ... the bantu authorities system: removals in mthunzini ... - article
responds to the call by the 1983 surplus people project report for additional research into the rationale behind
the location and timing of individual forced removals. ... forced removals and migration: a theology of
resistance ... - forced removals were beneficial to both black and white people. in june in june 7 spelonken is
a farmstead area spanning north-east of the limpopo province of south introduction 1.1 contextualisation
and problem statement - l. platzky and c. walker (eds.), the surplus people: forced removals in south africa,
p.291. union of south africa, the statutes of the union of south africa 1913, p.438. the tramway road
removals, 1959-61 author(s): uma ... - forced removals, resettlement, relocation - whatever term or
euphemism one chooses - these words conjure up a very significant part of the black historical experience in
south africa. forced removals, land struggles and restoration of land in ... - the surplus people’s project
(spp) that documented most extensively the scale of removals and extent of people’s sufferings caused by
them estimates that approximately 110 black spots were relocated in natal between 1948 and equality
constitutional adjudication in south africa - surplus people: forced removals in south africa (1985) 10. 6
the bantu education act of 1953 transferred responsibility for the administration of black education to the
department of native affairs. the hidden story of apartheid - digital innovation south ... - the hidden
story of apartheid by john kane-berman with the influx control and migratory labour systems, resettlement is
the most destructive of all the policies which make up apartheid. it is also the great hidden story of apart heid:
from time to time reports of removals the black sash, february 1980 2 reach the press, but we really have no
idea of what has happened to the great majority of ... a mini-thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the
... - forced removals in south africa (johannesburg, 1985) 6 see c. murray and c. o’regan, no place to rest:
forced removals and the law in south africa, (united kingdom, oxford university press, 1990), 13-26.
resettlement and the making of the ciskei bantustan, south ... - 1 resettlement and the making of the
ciskei bantustan, south africa, c.1960-1976 laura evans (university of cape town) the cynical objectives and
coercive actions of the apartheid state in engineering forced land reform from post-apartheid south
africa - 5 see generally laurine platzky & cherryl walker, the surplus people: forced removals in south africa
(johannesburg, 1985). 6 as budlender and latsky state,
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